CHALLENGE: You want access to your data, but don’t have the resources to consistently monitor logs on a daily or 24/7 basis to ensure your systems' security.

SOLUTION: A true co-managed service and a trusted data security partner.

HUMAN SECURITY REVIEW
Our engineers proactively search for security anomalies with daily reviews of your Splunk environment. We identify potentially malicious activity with consistent review of alerts and dashboards. Based on review outcomes, our engineers filter false positives, investigate potential threats, and escalate valid security incidents according to your Alert Escalation Communication Plan.

SECURITY RULE TUNING
Based on our engineer's security reviews and client feedback, our team provides custom tuning of your environment to reduce false positives or increase coverage.

BIWEEKLY STATUS REPORTS
We're committed to consistent communication. Our biweekly summary report is designed for leadership and analyst review, and includes environment health, investigation results, current ticket status, and roadblocks.

NOTABLE EVENT INVESTIGATION
When we escalate a notable event, we also perform first level investigation. Our engineers narrow your search, and reduce incident resolution time. Rest assured, you will spend precious response time efficiently.

QUARTERLY STATUS MEETING
Your environment is in constant motion which impacts your security posture. To ensure our teams are proactively aligned, we host quarterly meetings to review current security health and future plans that could affect your Splunk environment.

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFO:
Travis Sanchez
Regional Director
tsanchez@nuharborsecurity.com
nuharborsecurity.com
1-301-461-2445

Brandon Natsuhara
bnatsuhara@naco.org
NACo Program Manager
1-703-896-0981
WHY NUHARBOR SECURITY?
Tenable’s robust product platforms require upkeep by security experts. NuHarbor maximizes your Tenable product portfolio to facilitate peace of mind for your brand by:
▶ Managing Tenable’s complex tools
▶ Maintaining your environment
▶ Monitoring your scans
▶ Delivering reports
Take a step back from the complexity of managing Tenable’s intensive platforms, and feel at ease knowing your system is secure and monitored.

WHO IS TENABLE?
Tenable Network Security revolutionizes technology to adhere to modern business security needs. They provide vulnerability management tools that work to maximize network visibility and eliminate risks.

REPORTING
We ensure you receive actionable data. Our engineers define your needs and create reports for your specific scopes and audiences. You can choose between automatic or on-demand report delivery.

RESULTS INTERPRETATION
Vulnerability scan reports include a lot of information. How can you be sure you’re interpreting and identifying meaningful results? As part of your managed service, our engineers review and interpret your unique scan results to provide clear analysis.

REMEDIATE, RECOMMEND, GUIDE
After reviewing your scan results, an engineer provides personal and practical guidance and recommendations to help you prioritize your remediation approach. This saves you time and money, while expediting your ability to remediate vulnerabilities.

ASSET AND SCAN CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
Your network is diverse and dynamic. All of your scanned assets must be imported, organized, and maintained to ensure scan integrity. Planning, creating, and managing scans are time consuming and cumbersome tasks for internal resources. As part of your managed service solution, our engineers manage scans, including onboarding new assets, creating new scheduled scans, and updating configurations.